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Purpose of the Alignment Report

The alignment analysis presented in this report 
shows the linkage between North Carolina’s 
grades 9-12 academic standards in ELA, 
mathematics, and science, and the ACT 
assessments.

At the core of ACT’s integrated system of college 
and career readiness tools are its assessments for 
grades 9-12: PreACT and the ACT.
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Presentation Overview

Introduce the ACT Alignment Report: North Carolina

1. Purpose of the Alignment Report
2. Introductory and Supporting Information
3. How to view the Alignments



Executive Summary
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Overall, 96% of North Carolina’s standards in the subjects analyzed for 
alignment were found to link directly or partially with one or more items on the 
PreACT and the ACT.

Together we will explore the different elements of the document.

Welcome to the ACT Alignment Report for North Carolina. 
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Elements of the Guide

Section I Introduction: the alignment report

Section II Overview of the ACT Assessments: subjects, test lengths, question 
formats, blueprints, reporting categories/skills targeted

Section III Alignment Summary: North Carolina Standards ↔ the ACT Assessments

Section IV Detailed Alignment Results: NC ELA, Mathematics and Science

Educator's Guide: supplemental resource with suggestions for different 
stakeholders
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Content experts follow this three-step process for each subject area:

1. They analyze each of the North Carolina standards to determine which ACT 
reporting category, if any, best matches the intent of the North Carolina 
standard.

2. Using their deep knowledge of the ACT test content, they indicate which 
content skill area (or areas) includes one or more items that assess a given North 
Carolina standard.

3. Finally, they record the alignment in alignment tables.

ACT Reporting Categories and North Carolina Standards
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The crosswalk indicates which North Carolina standards have an alignment with ACT 
content reporting categories and skill areas.

ACT Reporting Categories and North Carolina Standards
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Overview of the ACT

• English, reading, math, and science

• Administered as a battery

• Composite and subject scores

• Each subject score is sub-divided into multiple reporting categories



Student Data – ACT and PreACT
Where students find scores by Reporting Categories

   ct

  e
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PreACT Item Response Summary: Online View



PreACT Item Response Summary: Download View

Large percentage 
of students 
selecting the same 
incorrect response

Things to look for...



PreACT Item Response Summary: Download View

Incorrect 
responses spread 
across all choices

Things to look for...



PreACT Item Response Summary: Download View

High percentage of 
omits

Things to look for...



Using the Guide: Reporting Category Descriptions

• Learn the terminology on ACT score reports and the underlying skills that are 
a component of each score.

• Help students interpret their test results, making links with course content.
• Understand the terminology used in the Guide’s Crosswalk tables.



Reporting Category Descriptions – English

Each set of 
descriptions 
provides helpful 
information.



Reporting Category Descriptions – Math

For example, in Math you 
find a list of the 
skills associated 
with Integrating Essential 
Skills.

p. 28-29



Reporting Category Descriptions – Science

In Science the 
description of 
Interpretation of Data 
breaks that reporting 
category into 3 skill 
areas (levels).

Consider the cognitive 
level of each of these 
skills. p. 32



Alignment Summary

The summary results of the 
alignment begin on page 52 of 
the guide. Here you will find 
detailed information specific to 
each subject area followed by 
a notes section. p. 54



Crosswalk Tables

These tables begin on page 60 with 
the Reading Standards for 
literature.

Note: The table focuses on your NC 
ELA Standards for grades 11-12.

Standard RL.11-12.1 aligns with 
ACT Reading standards and the 
Reporting Category of Key Ideas 
and Details.



Crosswalk Tables – English

The Language tables begin on 
page 69.

NC ELA standards begin with 
Language, Conventions of 
Standard English. 

This is also the name of the 
Reporting Category for the ACT.



Crosswalk Tables – Math

These tables begin on page 71.

Math begins with the standards 
for Math 1 – Mathematical 
Practice, which aligns with the 
ACT Math reporting category of 
Modeling.



Crosswalk Tables – Math

The NC standard coding for 
Algebra – NC.M1.A-SSE.1
Aligns with the ACT Reporting 
Categories of Algebra, Functions, 
and Integrating Essential Skills.

Refer to the Reporting 
Category descriptions for more 
info on the ACT Math Reporting 
Categories.This table has been created 

for Math 1, 2 and 3.



The Reporting Category Descriptions for 
ACT Math provide the Skill Area and 
Description/Examples that can be very 
helpful to both the teacher and the 
student.

Crosswalk Tables – Math



Crosswalk Tables – Science
These tables begin on 
page 101.

• Biology
• Chemistry
• Earth Systems, 

Structures, and 
Processes

• Physical Science



The Alignment Report contains material you will want to 
review and discuss with other educators in your district or 
school.

This supplement provides tips to help jump start your use 
of the Alignment Report and focuses on three audiences:
• District Leaders
• School Leaders
• Classroom Leaders

Educator's Guide to the Alignment Report: North 
Carolina



Some tips are repeated as they apply to more than 
one group or element. Tips fall into the following 
categories:

• Best practices
• Consistency of emphases
• Content coverage
• Curriculum and assessment design support
• Data for improvement
• Professional development planning
• Response opportunity 
• Sharing with students and families
• Skills language
• Test frequency and design model

Educator's Guide to the Alignment Report: North 
Carolina



ACT INSTRUCTIONAL MASTERY

Who dares to teach must never cease 
to learn.

– John Cotton Dana



ACT INSTRUCTIONAL MASTERY (AIM)
For middle and secondary school teachers preparing students to 
take the ACT test; offered through schools, school systems, and 
educator organizations
• Topics: Courses in each of the ACT subject tests (English, math, 

reading, science, and writing)
• Time: A 12-hour program per course, presented live by an ACT 

expert; typically delivered over two six-hour days
• Format options: Online/virtual and onsite/in-person formats, 

with a maximum of 30 participants for each course
• Key learning objective: To provide educators with the skills most 

critical for successful student preparation for the ACT



AIM Participants Speak…
95% of more than 500 participants say 

“Yes, I would recommend this workshop to other educators”

It was much more engaging 
and interactive than I 

expected, so I retained a lot of 
what was said and reviewed.

I liked when it discussed the 
mistakes and how to avoid 

them.

Good mix of whole group, 
small group, individual 

activities.

I did not realize how much I 
did not know about the English 

section of the test.

It brought the test to life 
instead of just pages of script. 

Collaboration was very 
beneficial as the test was 

analyzed.

I actually altered what I left for 
my sub this morning based on 
what I learned yesterday about 

the types of grammar 
concepts.



ACT Resources
ACT test questions by 
Reporting Categories



Download The PreACT and ACT Alignment Report: North Carolina
Download the Educator Supplement

Link the Guide to other ACT Resources
• Preparing for the ACT, 2022/2023
• Sample questions at ACT.org
• ACT/PreACT Online Reporting Guide
• ACT Content Standards and Ideas for Progress

Learn about Professional Development Supports
• ACT Instructional Mastery
• ACT Professional Services Course Catalog

Resources

https://actinc.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/300000000Wu5/a/PA0000006NOX/JqLtxAoBv_muvbqC0prklO1.wXziFyoqgbe7IP2r6hg
https://actinc.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/300000000Wu5/a/PA0000006q8n/TKTwK28kq7Hg2VDxuaq.17T1yC3Q3__ZlTihrIBwzQU
https://www.act.org/content/dam/act/unsecured/documents/Preparing-for-the-ACT.pdf
https://www.act.org/content/act/en/products-and-services/the-act.html
https://www.act.org/content/dam/act/secured/documents/ACT-Online-Reporting-User-Guide.pdf
https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/act2044/viz/ContentStandardsandIdeasforProgress/ContentStandardsDashboard?publish=yes
https://www.act.org/content/act/en/products-and-services/act-instructional-mastery/k12-schools.html
https://www.act.org/content/dam/act/unsecured/documents/learning/Learning-and-Professional-Services-Professional-Development-Catalog.pdf


Helping people achieve education and workplace success.

What questions do you 
have?
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Your ACT Account Executives are:

Lydia Griffin
Lydia.Griffin@act.org

Chris Lefevre
Chris.Lefevre@act.org

mailto:Lydia.Griffin@act.org
mailto:Chris.Lefevre@act.org


Thank You!
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